## ARTS APPRECIATION DISCOVERY COURSE CLUSTER

*Art, Music, Theatre, Film, Photography*

- AMST 444C – Picturing America – FPA/INQ/WI
- ARTH 400 – Topics in Art History – FPA/WI
- ARTH 440A – From Digging to Digital – ETS
- ARTH 444 – Introduction to Renaissance Culture – FPA/INQ/WI
- ARTH 444B – Art and Money – FPA/INQ/WI
- ARTH 444C – Seeing Gender: Feminist Art and Visual Culture – FPA/INQ
- ARTH 480 – Introduction to Art History – FPA
- ARTH 592 – Photography’s Brave New Worlds – HP
- ARTS 510 – Principles of Design – FPA
- ARTS 525 – Introductory Woodworking – FPA
- ARTS 532 – Introductory Drawing – FPA
- ARTS 552 – Digital Photography – ETS
- ARTS 567 – Introductory Sculpture – FPA
- ARTS 598 – An Artist’s Life – INQ
- CHIN 521 – What Does it Mean to be Modern? Lenses of Modern Chinese Lit & Film – HUMA/WI
- CMN 455 – Introduction to Media Studies - SS
- ENGL 533 – Introduction to Film Studies – HUMA
- ENGL 549 - In the Groove: African American Music as Literature – FPA
- ESCI 451 – Earth in Film – PS
- GERM 738 – Contemporary German Theatre – FPA
- HIST 440F – Islam, Art, and the Past – FPA
- HUMA 413 – Dramatic Art & Social Reality – FPA
- HUMA 519 – Classical Greece – HP/WI
- HUMA 440B – That Belongs in a Museum! – FPA
- HUMA 510A – Ancient Humanities: Cultures and Empires – FPA/WI
- ITAL 525 – Italian Cinema – FPA
- ITAL 526 – Art of Cinema in Italy – FPA
- ITAL 681A – Ancient and Medieval Italy – HP
- ITAL 681B – Ancient and Medieval Italy – HUMA
- ITAL 682B – Italian Culture: Early, Modern, & Contemporary - HUMA
- LLC 540 – Film History – HP
- LLC 560 – Divine Madness & Dangerous Minds-Mental Health in Lit & Art – HUMA/INQ/WI
- MUSI 401 – Introduction to Music – FPA
- MUSI 402 – Survey of Classical Music – FPA
- MUSI 403 – Roots of Rock – FPA
- MUSI 404 – Introduction to Music, Media, & the Moving Image – FPA
- MUSI 405 – Survey of Music in America – FPA
- MUSI 406 – Country Music – FPA
- MUSI 444 – Music & Social Change in America - FPA/INQ/WI
- MUSI 515 – Music in World Cultures – WC
- PHIL 421 – Philosophy of the Arts – FPA/INQ/WI
- THDA 435 – Introduction to Theater - FPA
- THDA 436 – History of Theater I – FPA/WI
- THDA 438 – History of Theatre II – FPA/WI
- THDA 439 – Introduction to Shakespeare in the Theatre – FPA
- THDA 441 – Exploring Musical Theatre – FPA
- THDA 442 – Intro to the Art of Acting – FPA
- THDA 444A – What’s Old Becomes New – FPA/INQ/WI
- THDA 444B – Famous Dancers of the 20th Century – FPA/INQ/WI
- THDA 459 – Stagecraft – FPA
- THDA 462 – Ballet I – FPA
- THDA 463 – Theatre Dance I – FPA
- THDA 522 – Storytelling, Story Theatre, & Involvement Dramatics – FPA
- THDA 548 – Stage Lighting Design & Execution – FPA
- THDA 583 – Intro to Puppetry – FPA

See course catalog for descriptions